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Last Updated on November 9, 2020, bad habits expose us to suffering that is completely preventable. Unfortunately, breaking bad habits is difficult because they are 100% dependent on our mental and emotional state. Everything we do that can prove harmful to us is a bad habit – drinking, drugs, smoking, procrastination, poor communication are all
examples of bad habits. These habits have a negative impact on our physical, mental and emotional health. People are hardwired to respond to incentives and expect the consequences of any action. This is how the habits are acquired: the brain expects to be rewarded in a certain way under certain conditions. How you initially reacted to some stimuli is how
your brain will always remind you to behave when the same stimuli are experienced. If you visited a bar close to your office with colleagues every Friday, your brain will learn to send you a signal to stop there even if you are alone and end up not just on Fridays. It expects a reward for a drink after work every day, which can potentially lead to a drinking
problem. Kicking negative behavior patterns and steering from them requires a lot of willpower, and there are many reasons why breaking bad habits is so difficult.1. Lack of understanding or acceptanceAping a bad habit is not possible if the person who has it does not know that it is bad. Many people won't realize that their communication skills are poor or
that their procrastination affects them negatively, or even that the drink they had as a nightcap has now risen to three. Understanding leads to acceptance. Unless a person understands for the same thing that the habit is bad, or someone manages to convince them of their own, there is very little chance the habit is kicked.2. No motivation with divorce,
unable to cope with academic pressure, and falling into debt are cases that can give a deep sense of failure to them. A person who goes through these times can end up in a cycle of negative thinking, where the world is against them, and nothing they can do will ever help so they stop trying at all. This resting attitude is a bad habit that just keeps coming
around. Being in debt could make you feel like you are unable to save your home, family and life in general. If you're looking to get out of the rut and feel motivated, take a look at this article: Why is the internal motivation so powerful (and how to find it)3. Underlying psychological conditionsPsychological conditions such as depression and ADD can make it
difficult to start breaking bad habits. A depressed person may find it difficult to summon energy to cook a healthy meal, resulting in food being ordered or consumption of packaged foods. This can lead to a habit that adversely affects health and is difficult to overcome. The ADD person can start cleaning their house, but get distracted soon after, leaving the
task incomplete, eventually leading to a country where it is acceptable to live which is messy and dirty. The fear of skipping (FOMO) is very real to some people. Obsessively checking their social media and news sources, they may believe that not knowing about anything as soon as it is published can be disastrous for their social status.4. Bad Habits Make
Us Feel GoodOne from the reasons it is difficult to break habits is that many of them make us feel good. We've all been there – a b&amp;b of a tub of ice cream after a breakup or occasional drag on a joint, never to be repeated until we miss how well it made us feel. We succumb to the ailing of joy felt while indulging in it, cementing it as a habit, even if we
realize it's not good for us. Overeating is a very often bad habit. Just another pack of badges, a couple of ka teens, a big fine... none of them is necessary for survival. We want them because they give us comfort. They're familiar, they taste good, and we don't even notice when we progress from just one extra slice of pizza to four. You can read this article to
learn more: We are doing what we know is bad for us, why?5. Upside ComparisonCompars is a bad habit that many of us have been exposed to since we were children. Parents might be comparing us with brothers and sisters, teachers can compare us with classmates, and bosses could compare us with past and present employees. People who have
developed a bad habit of comparing themselves to others are given incorrect measurement criteria from the beginning. These people will always find it difficult to get out of this bad habit, because there will always be someone who has it better than them: a better house, a better car, a better job, a higher income and so on. Research shows that in the age of
social media, social comparisons are much lighter and can ultimately harm self-esteem if scrolling becomes a bad habit.6. No AlternativeThis is a real and valid reason why breaking bad habits is difficult. These habits could meet a need that may not have been met in any other way. Someone who has physical or psychological limitations, such as disability or
social anxiety disorder, may find it difficult to give up obsessive content consumption for better habits. Alternately, a perfectly healthy person may not be able to quit smoking because substitutes just don't work out. Similarly, a person who bites their nails when anxiously may not be able to relieve stress in any other socially accepted way. 7. StressAs
mentioned above, all that emphasizes us, can lead to the adoption and cementing of an unhealthy habit. When a person is stressed about something, it is easy for bad habits to build because the mental resources needed to combat them are not available. We often see a person who had previously managed to kick a bad habit of falling back in old ways
because they felt that their stress could not be managed in any other way. If you need help to reduce stress, check out this video for some healthy ways to start:8. Feeling wanting to kick bad habits can feel strong strong failure, because it is just so difficult. Dropping a bad habit usually means a change in lifestyle that people may not want to make, or these
changes may not be easy to make, despite the will to make them. Overeaters need to empty their house for unhealthy food, resist the urge to order rather than pick up their standard groceries from the store. Those who drink too much need to avoid bars or even people who drink often. If such people slip up once with a glass of wine, or smoke, or bag chips,
they tend to be too harsh on themselves and feel like a failure.9. Need to Be All-NewPeople who are looking to break bad habits feel they need to re-establish themselves to break themselves into their bad habits, but the truth is the complete opposite. These people actually need to re-create who they were before they developed their bad habits and try to
create good habits from there.10. Force of HabitHumans are habit creatures and familiar, comforting outcomes of everyday causes help us maintain a sense of balance in our lives. Consider people who used to light up a cigarette every time they talk on the phone or eating junk food while watching TV. They always associate a phone call with a puff of a
cigarette and screen time with eating. These habits, though bad, are a source of comfort for them, as is meeting those people they drink in these bad habits with. Final ThoughtsThese are the main reasons why breaking bad habits is difficult, but the good news is that a task is impossible. Breaking habits takes time and you will need to make long-term goals
to replace a bad habit with a good one. There are many compassionate, positive and self loving methods to kick in bad habits. The Internet is rich in information about bad habits, their impact and how to overcome them, but professional help is always available to those who believe they need it. More on Breaking Bad HabitsFeatured photo credit:
NORTHFOLK via unsplash.com Each of the chemical elements has its own distinct set of properties, making it cool in its own way. If you had to choose the coolest element, what would it be? Here are some of the top contenders for the title and the reasons why they are awesome. amandine45 / Getty Images Pretty much all radioactive elements are cool.
Plutonium is especially awesome because it truly does not glow in the dark. Plutonium's brilliance is not due to its radioactivity, though. The element oxidises into the air, which emits red light like burning coals. If you kept a piece of plutonium in your hand (not recommended), it would feel warm thanks to a huge number of radioactive decay and oxidation. Too
much plutonium in one place leads to a runaway chain reaction, also known as a nuclear explosion. One interesting fact is that plutonium is more likely to go critically in solution rather than as solid. The symbol of the plutonium element is Pu. Ui-Uu. Get it? Plutonium rocks. Natalie Phoebe / Pictures of Carbon are cool for several reasons. First of all,
throughout life, as we know, it is based on carbon. Each cell in the body contains carbon. It's the air you breathe and the food you eat. You can't live without it. It's also cool because interesting shapes assume a clean element. You encounter pure carbon like diamonds, graphite pencils, soot from burning, and how its wild cage-shaped molecules are known
as fullerenes. Jrgen Wambach/EyeEm/Getty Images You usually think of sulfur as a yellow rock or powder, but one of the cool things about this element is that it changes color under different conditions. Hard sulphur is yellow, but it melts into the red blood of the blood. If you burn sulfur, the flame is blue. Another neat thing about mourning is that its
compounds have a different smell. Some might even call it a stench. Sulfur is responsible for the smell of rotten eggs, onions, garlic, and skunk spray. If it's stinky, there's probably sulfur there somewhere. Bloomberg Creative Photos/Getty Images All alkaline metals react impressively in water, so why does lithium make the list, but caesium doesn't? Well, for
one, you can get lithium from batteries, but caesium requires special permission to get. For another, lithium burns with a hot pink flame. Who doesn't love? Lithium is also the easiest hard element. This metal floats on the water before bursting into flames. Its high reactivity means that it will also insu point your skin, so it is a non-sensitive element. Lester V.
Bergman/Getty Images Gallium is a silvery metal that can be used to perform a bending spoon magic trick. You make a spoon of metal, hold it between your fingers, and use the power of your mind to bend the spoon. Indeed, you use the heat on your part, not the superpower, but we will keep that our little secret. Gallium transition from solid to liquid, slightly
exceeding room temperature. Low melting point and similarity to stainless steel makes gallium perfect for disappearing spoon trick. Gallium also uses gallium beating heart demonstration, which is a much safer version of the classic chem demo that uses mercury. Mercury.
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